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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic forced museums to rethink their activity in the context of so-
cial media, thus generating new ways of communicating and educating about the heritage they
preserve. This article explores the indissoluble relationship established between these emerging
edu-communication models and the spaces destined to safeguard the intangible cultural heritage
(ICH), since the latter is a sociocultural phenomenon whose museumization requires education and
civic participation. In order to determine to what extent museum edu-communication inspired
by the co-creative paradigm can be extended into formal teaching contexts for the generation of
heritage bonds and communities around ICH, two cases produced at the J. Trepat Factory Museum
in Tàrrega (Spain) are analyzed through an autoethnographic approach. Both examples encourage
a reflection on how the co-creative paradigm makes it possible to raise awareness and involve the
entire community in the safeguarding of heritage, while at the same time promoting the expansion
and reformulation of the institution’s proposals. We conclude that the integration of this approach
into formal pedagogical practices contributes to overcoming some of the limitations of non-formal
and informal edu-communication, as well as to generating a rhizomatic identization around ICH.

Keywords: heritage education; social media; museums; intangible cultural heritage; rhizomatic
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1. Introduction

The social lockdown brought about by COVID-19 was suffered by many countries in
the first half of 2020. In this context, Web 2.0 became one of the few spaces that made it
possible for people to meet. As a result of this development, there was an international
acceleration of the digitization process of museums that started in this period and was
reflected in the increase in virtual content generated by museum institutions [1–3]. While
in some cases museums reacted to the situation according to their technical and human
possibilities, leaving no time for reflection on the co-communicative actions they were
carrying out virtually [4], many other such institutions were identified and analyzed as
examples of good edu-communicative practices in the context of Web 2.0 [3,5]—practices
inspired by the theoretical proposals that had already begun to consolidate themselves
before the pandemic [6,7].

The study of edu-communication for heritage—which began almost a decade ago
in the disciplinary framework of heritage education [8] and draws on Ibero-American
epistemological references [9–13]—has shown that museum proposals in social networks
are capable of activating awareness and human bonds around heritage [14]. On the basis of
these driving forces, it is possible to generate and consolidate heritage cybercommunities
comparable in nature to the heritage communities recognized by the Faro Convention [15],
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but with the added potential to develop civic actions both online and offline [5,7]. But
2.0 communities not only promote social participation for the conservation and transmission
of heritage. As spaces where users create, share and generate new knowledge based on the
contents proposed by museum institutions, mutual, spontaneous and dialogical learning is
built inside them, thus giving rise to the so-called co-creative paradigm from the perspective
of educational analysis [16].

Social participation and education are, moreover, recognized by the UNESCO Conven-
tion for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage [17] as essential elements of the
latter (henceforth, ICH). Compared to previous normative texts by UNESCO in relation to
cultural and natural heritage [18], the agency of individuals and communities in the safe-
guarding of heritage manifestations was then urged for the first time [17,19,20]. To achieve
this involvement, the UNESCO 2003 Convention stresses in its Article 14 the importance of
education as a means to raise community awareness.

In the Spanish case, and despite Spain being one of the countries with the largest
scientific output in relation to heritage education [21,22], the pedagogical component for
ICH is paradoxically neglected. The National Plan for the Safeguarding of Intangible
Cultural Heritage [23] does not incorporate the term “education” and delegates the dis-
semination of ICH to associations, social groups and museum institutions, while Spain’s
law for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage, enacted in the same year, only
recommends that educational action be taken in the field of formal education. However, in
line with UNESCO’s approach and with that generally espoused by heritage education, it
is necessary to consider multidisciplinary and multifocal educational strategies for ICH
which jointly involve actors from formal, non-formal and informal settings [24,25]. Given
that the co-creative paradigm has already proven to be a pedagogical approach capable
of engaging museums and communities in social-awareness-raising actions around tan-
gible heritage, one could safely expect that this emerging model has the potential to also
extend its collaborative synergies to schools as well as to secondary and higher education
institutions, in order to fill this important gap in ICH education.

Consequently, we wonder to what extent and in what way the co-creative paradigm,
which has demonstrated its pedagogical potential in the context of non-formal education,
can also be applicable to the educational processes for ICH developed in formal educational
institutions. To this end, we will first discuss the characteristics and implications of the re-
cent recognition of ICH and, more specifically, of this edu-communicative model, originally
proposed for the analysis of museum actions in social media based on experiences observed
in museums devoted to archaeology and the plastic arts [3,5–8,14,26]. In order to respond
to the possible application of the co-creative paradigm in formal and informal education
for ICH, two autoethnographic cases are proposed in the following section, since one of
the authors of this article is a professor at the University of Lleida (Lleida, Spain) who
furthermore collaborates with the Trepat Museum (Tàrrega, Spain). Both cases exemplify
the capability of the co-creative paradigm to revitalize and expand the very manifestations
of ICH, strengthen education and citizen involvement in the offline and online spheres, and
build collaborative bridges between museums and formal education institutions. While
implying certain limitations, this convergence of binary poles stands out for its activation
of heritage bonds and the construction of new shared meanings through what we have
called a process of “rhizomatic identization”.

2. A Discussion-Friendly Theorical Framework: ICH, Museums and the
Co-Creative Paradigm

The Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage marks a turning
point in the definition of heritage, which since the 19th century had been based on the
historical–artistic—and, to a lesser extent, scientific—value of monuments and tangible
assets [27,28]. In contrast to this Eurocentric conception, the new text shifts towards an
understanding of heritage that not only stresses the intangibility and mutability of its
manifestations, but also emphasizes the subjectivity of the values that are attributed to it.
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ICH is shaped through a process of attribution of values by individuals and communities,
and therefore comes close to the relational sense of heritage proposed by heritage education
around the days of the 2003 Convention [29,30]. Thus, the reality of heritage ceases to
be encapsulated in an immanent noun to acquire a processual, changing and dialogical
nature—that conveyed by the term “heritagization”, which inevitably requires the involve-
ment of people and the identity and symbolic bonds that they establish with the assets in
their environment [31,32].

The notion of heritagization as a process derived from the communicative bridges that
are built between people shows the epistemological influence that Freire’s critical pedagogy
exerts on the theorizations and practices that stem from heritage education [33–35]. The
sociocritical, dialogical and emancipatory sense that the Brazilian thinker required for every
educational act [9,10] pervades both the nature that heritage education attributes to the
teaching–learning processes and the very notion of heritage. With regard to education, this
is so because such a sense permeates it by advocating that it should work dialogically and
on the basis of the contextually situated concerns and interests of the learners [33], therefore
aspiring to form a critical citizenry capable of taking part in the improvement of their
sociocultural environment [35,36]. With regard to heritage, on the other hand, its perception
from a humanizing perspective is enhanced. This perception is shaped by the meanings,
identities and affections that people place on heritage assets and therefore challenges the
“heritage authorized discourse” that is solely legitimized by institutions [28], replacing
it by processes of socialization and strengthening of ties that result from a symbolic–
communicative exchange [29,31,32].

The institutional definition of ICH and the 2.0 results of the co-creative paradigm
reflect the impact that this humanistic, discursive and problematizing turn is having in
the field of heritage education and heritage studies. Therefore, the pedagogical model
proposed for ICH education should be consistent with these foundations. Although co-
creative approaches seem to be the most appropriate for promoting horizontal dialogue,
the collective recreation of meanings and the consolidation of participatory communities
demanded by “intangible heritage education”, in order to make such a claim it is necessary
to first answer a series of controversial questions.

2.1. Can We Speak of Intangible Cultural Heritage?

The existence of ICH as a distinct reality within heritage phenomena has been widely
debated. From the perspective of heritage studies and cultural anthropology, it has been
argued that the 2003 Convention is problematic because it recognizes human culture in its
broadest definition, thus valuing ICH as a metacultural production [37–40]. This critical ten-
dency also points out the dangers of cultural objectification and institutionalization, which
can denaturalize the original meaning that these sociocultural practices and manifestations
originally had for the communities where they existed—because of their formalization and
bureaucratization [41,42]. However, this “heritage phagocytization” of culture is being
diagnosed on the basis of the axioms of the Global North: the 2003 Convention did not set
out to devise a mere typology for heritage, but rather to incorporate into Western discourse
a notion already existing in regions such as Japan, where the term mukei bunzaki places
value on certain intangible expressions of culture [43]. From this point of view, there
is an attempt to deconsecrate the concept of cultural heritage and secure protection for
sociocultural phenomena that had previously been established as not needing any support
from the community to perpetuate themselves [39,44,45].

Similarly, in the fields of anthropology and cultural management, other perspectives
have addressed the problematic distinction between ICH and other heritage typologies,
such as ethnography or ethnology. Although it is true that what is understood as ICH
coincides with what had traditionally been the object of study of ethnology, this conceptual-
ization is nowadays freed from the ideological burden of this Western-based and positivist
discipline [38,42,46]. In this way, the ethnological concept of folklore should not be under-
stood as equivalent to that of ICH, insofar as it derives from an approach that studies the
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sociocultural reality of the traditional and rural past as a justification for the identity-based
specificities demanded by the nationalist ideologies of nineteenth-century Europe [47].

A third group of critical authors—whose positions are close to a discursive and
relational vision of heritage—have stressed that ICH is only the necessary extension of an
institutional understanding of heritage, to date limited to alleged tangible and objective
values [20,31]. Thus, regardless of the validity of this differentiation of tangible/intangible
categories in operationalizing heritage management, from an ontological perspective, the
definition for ICH provided by UNESCO is the one to be effectively recommended for the
whole concept of heritage [48,49].

However, two counterarguments can be deployed to defend the need to consider ICH
in a differentiated way in the field of heritage education. Firstly, and adapting the Cultural
Values Model advocated by Stephenson [50] for landscape interpretation, it can be observed
that the 2003 Convention not only explicitly recognizes the relevance of human relations and
practices as inherent parts of heritage, but also stresses the expression of these manifestations
through forms that pursue the same sensory purpose as material creations and result from
the same process of value attribution. However, these forms are manifested as resulting
from a very different materiality—a point made even by authors who have questioned the
tangible heritage/intangible heritage dichotomy, but who accept the difference between
autographic and allographic forms [40]. Secondly, and as long as we aspire to a holistic
treatment of heritage [51] which educationally addresses these phenomena as part of
the same comprehensive and complex system, heritage education should encourage the
recognition and valuation of ICH on a par with tangible cultural heritage, thus overcoming
the unequal status that is typically assigned to it by educators and learners [52–54]. This
means that the discipline should try to understand the specificities of ICH that provoke
such a differentiated perception of heritage within the educational community and to
promote didactic strategies aimed at the activation of bonds with the intangible [55].

2.2. Can We Speak of Intangible Cultural Heritage Museums?

The recognition of ICH has been a fundamental driver of change in the nature of the
museum institution in the 21st century [19,56,57] by promoting the inclusion of community
action and participation in accordance with the paradigms of the new museology [58–61].
Indeed, one of the main challenges for museums in safeguarding ICH is to achieve the effective
participation of the community [62,63]. This point is critical if we are to take into account the
identity-based and self-recognized sense of ICH, which, in turn, demands the democratization
of the expert–non-expert dynamics that have generally prevailed in expositive languages [64].
In order to achieve this transformation of the community–heritage–museum discourse links,
several works have emphasized the potential of participatory models, such as the ecomuseum
or the post-museum [63,65,66], while also pointing out the need to attend to the museographic
traditions of the creative communities within ICH [67].

The intangible dimension is always present in museums, insofar as the contextual-
ization of material assets involves attention to the sociocultural relations and practices
that shaped their form [68,69]. However, there are those who claim that museums can be
found where ICH constitutes the main focus of their discourse. On the one hand, ICH
museums have been defined as spaces for ex profeso creation where “a particular ICH item
is their main theme, the focus of museum work and what is to be expressed through the
objects, activities and experiences” [56] (p. 98). This tendency emphasizes the necessary
participation of the creative communities that attribute value to such manifestations and
gives rise to a model of the museum as a “third space”, a kind of hybrid between a cultural
center and a meeting place for citizens [70]. These theorists usually refer to recently created
spaces, such as the Museo do Fado (Portugal), the Museo de Baile Flamenco (Spain) or the
Museum Hof van Busleyden (Belgium) [56,70], which were established close to the 2003
Convention and therefore followed since their inception the institutional approaches to ICH.
On the other hand, other authors advocate the possible reconversion of old ethnographic
or ethnological collections as long as it becomes possible to deconstruct the top-down dis-
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course of otherness previously sustained, thus accommodating the new cultural landscapes,
interests and interventions of their communities [41,63,65,66].

2.3. Can We Speak of a Co-Creative Paradigm?

During the lockdown caused by COVID-19, the marketing orientation of museum
discourses in social media inevitably shifted towards edu-communication processes in
which cultural and educational action was completed entirely through such media. Edu-
communication allows for the replacement of the “transmission” paradigm by another
one based on the idea of “mediation” [71]: one which revolves around the reappropriation
of knowledge and reflects on interpretations in a relational way by emphasizing these
processes within a freer space, focusing on the individual person in accordance with Freire’s
proposals and taking into account the indispensable active participation of people [3,6,7].

Along these lines, some authors have proposed that the notion of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) should be revised from a human and relational stand-
point, i.e., transcending the instrumentalist conception; evolving from the unidirectional to
the multiple and diverse, from the vertical to the horizontal; and moving from an elitist
conception of school to the principle of education through social and cultural collaborative
practices. Such an outlook is committed to the inclusion of the “R”, the essence of the
relational factor, embedded in the term RICTs, an acronym for Relation, Information and
Communication Technologies [72,73]. In the case of educational–communicative processes
deployed in cyberspace, this entails profound changes focused on participation, creative
collaboration and interaction in virtual environments [74].

Participatory culture implies that individuals take control of social media and narrate
their own discourses in their own settings, regardless of large companies, corporations and
institutions. Therefore, it promotes the democratization and decolonization of heritage
discourses. For the museum, it entails the renewal of practices, discourses and forms
of organization and collective action. This new approach to understanding the museum
narrative changes the traditional order of knowledge generation, in which it was the
expert museum institution that created a story that it transmitted to recipients–users.
The interactivity, interaction and accessibility that characterize 2.0 networks [75] enable
institutions to create an expanded universe of the heritage imaginary that calls for the
co-creation of content together with users [76].

This “participatory museum” 2.0, in which visitors socialize, share, create or resignify
the contents of the institution, responds to a co-creative paradigm [59,61,77] that can be
embodied in social media through online communities [78]. Eventually, it leads to the
setting up of heritage cybercommunities which transfer into cyberspace the definition of
heritage community promoted by the Faro Convention [3].

The interaction with an edu-communicative purpose, when developed in social net-
works, generates a dynamic process where interventions feed back multidirectionally and
knowledge is generated, following a model that we could call rhizomatic, according to
Deleuze and Guattari [79]. These authors’ thinking, with its notions of striated space and
smooth space, provides us with rich possibilities for the analysis of the generation of knowl-
edge through social media, where different relationships and different connections come
into play. In a smooth space, such as the one afforded by social media, it is the trajectory
that dominates the point. It is a non-plotted space that is dynamically defined according to
transformation, events and affections.

In this sense, on the one hand, some authors have already pointed out the possible
and ideal synergy between a participatory and dialogical use of social media and the safe-
guarding of ICH in non-formal settings [80], since the correspondences that exist between
these new digital and heritage paradigms are evident. On the other hand, although critical
of formal teaching contexts, classical and contemporary theorists who have supported the
tenets of edu-communication have likewise urged the latter’s use in classrooms [9,81]—a
concern that we share in our line of research. The next step is to merge all of these elements:
the co-creative paradigm, formal education, museums and ICH.
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3. Cases of Intangible Extension of the Co-Creative Paradigm: Museum, Formal
Education, Community

Throughout the 20th century, Spain experienced the mechanization of agricultural and
industrial modes of production in an uneven process that involved the gradual transforma-
tion of previous ways of life and worldviews. It was at this socio-cultural junction that the
J. Trepat agricultural machinery factory was founded. It began its operations in 1914 and
experienced a period of expansion in the 1930s, when it became one of the state’s economic
engines and revolutionized the way of working in the countryside. After its abandonment,
the old factory was museumized just as it was on the last day it ceased to operate. Today,
the museum strives to maintain its essence by showing inside its premises the tension
between the agrarian and the industrialized ways of life, which nowadays have almost
completely disappeared to make way for new models of production and consumption.
This museum, which in principle we would call ethnological or industrial, clearly develops
edu-communicative strategies around its legacy that make it a paradigmatic example of an
ICH museum where education and community participation become its guiding principles.

One of the authors has established a long-term collaboration with the J. Trepat Factory
Museum, working on the development of didactic activities in association with the Univer-
sity of Lleida (Spain). While theorizing about the co-creative paradigm within museum
edu-communication [16], it became evident that the experiences conducted at the Trepat
Museum exemplified the co-creative potential, serving as a living example that expanded
our understanding of the phenomenon of edu-communication. Autoethnography was
then selected as our methodological approach due to its holistic orientation, which enables
researchers to comprehend the entirety of their own memoirs and, consequently, to connect
everyday experiences and analyze them through various techniques and tools [82]. Further-
more, socialization scenarios are currently undergoing a transformation due to the impact
of digital technologies, thus introducing new perspectives for ethnographic research [83].
By adopting a constructivist research approach and aiming to discover how knowledge
is constructed in two different media (online and offline), field notes derived from the
participant observation of one of the authors (2021–2023) were analyzed and, subsequently,
online posts and projects were subjected to observation to enrich our reflections.

The following are examples of several practices of special interest insofar as they
promote strategies framed in the co-creative paradigm, provide keys to significant work
around ICH and appeal to social participation. Such strategies can be extrapolated to
formal education contexts as the ultimate goal of our work.

3.1. Case 1: Rhizomatic Learning at the Trepat Factory Museum: Social Media, Formal Education
and Community

The first case to be highlighted was initiated by the 2.0 activity of the Trepat Factory
Museum itself. In this case, a path is woven that starts with the dissemination of the
museum’s project through social media and goes on to forge collaborative projects with
secondary schools and higher education.

On 20 October 2022, the J. Trepat Factory Museum posted the following tweet:

“Exciting finds! Industrial documentation found in the back of a cabinet in the
office of the person in charge of the machining workshop. We will document
what we found and deposit it in the Regional Archive of Urgell where it will be
perfectly preserved.” (Figure 1)

The discovered file contained unpublished information related to the annual record
of accidents that took place in the old factory, as well as graphic diagrams depicting
the operation of industrial machines and the work that could be performed with them.
From this tweet, a kind of synergy followed whereby the community of Tàrrega echoed the
discovery. The museum received Whatsapps and emails from many people interested in the
documents found, and this motivation brought with it the opportunity to start collaborative
work with the community based on the rhizomatic model of Deleuze and Guattari.
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Figure 1. Tweet published by the J. Trepat Factory Museum communicating the discovery of the
documentation: “Exciting finds! Industrial documentation found in the back of a cabinet in the office
of the person in charge of the machining workshop. We will document what we found and deposit it
in the Regional Archive of Urgell where it will be perfectly preserved”.

As a result of the interest aroused by the various 2.0 notifications that fed this thread
of inquiry, members of the community who had not previously visited the museum ap-
proached the institution to discover the role played by the regional archive in the custody of
documents. Following all this research work and the engagement and interaction of users
both virtually and in person with the museum, as well as the latter’s collection and work,
the staff of the J. Trepat Factory Museum included in its narrative a collaborative proposal
so that the local community could visit the museum to discover and share the findings. At
the same time, audiovisual material was created that complements the documentation with
oral testimonies of people from the community who had worked in the factory, thus co-
constructing the story with the voices of the protagonists. The outcome of this co-creative
action is currently exhibited in the museum–factory and is available on YouTube.

Due to the success of the educational visits around the workplace accidents in the old
factory, the museum has continued to generate new learning proposals in the sphere of
formal education. On 10 February 2023, an experience was launched for secondary-school
students where this human narrative guides the visit to the J. Trepat Factory Museum
as well as serving as a bridge to other skills and knowledge. Likewise, the museum
encourages thought processes around social inclusion, leading students to consider the
presence of different languages in social spaces and introducing experiences around the
Braille alphabet—eye injuries caused by welding are some of the most frequently mentioned
in the documents.

As a result of the impact of its 2.0 edu-communicative proposal, the Trepat Museum
also started collaborating with formal higher education institutions within the framework
of the project El museu és escola (“The Museum is a School”), run by the University of Lleida
(Spain). This project is based on the installation The museum is a school; the artist learns to
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communicate, the public learns to make connections, a collaborative creation by Uruguayan
activist and artist Luis Canmitzer: art—heritage in this case—is a dialogical process in-
volving continuous reconstruction made possible by the social environment provided by
the museum itself. Against this backdrop, the Spanish university is developing a project-
based learning proposal which is materializing itself in the Trepat Museum. Among the
educational experiences proposed by the students, mention must be made of The Trepat
Diagnosis, an installation that seeks to encourage reflection on working conditions in fac-
tories based on the data discovered in the museum’s mechanization facility (Figure 2). In
this way, the 2.0 thread initiated by the museum continues to be woven by the students
and generates projects that address other aspects of the intangible heritage rescued by the
Trepat Museum—from mowing techniques to technical vocabulary at risk of disappearing
to women’s clothing.
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Figure 2. (a) Infographics created by students on the basis of documentation regarding arm and
hand accidents in the J. Trepat Factory Museum. (b) Infographics created by students on the basis of
documentation regarding trunk injuries in the J. Trepat Factory Museum.

3.2. Case 2: Bridges for the Transmission and Recreation of ICH: Museums, Formal Education
and Community

This type of rhizomatic formation, initially planted by the Trepat Museum and fer-
tilized by the University of Lleida, produced other ramifications involving different in-
stitutions. Let us highlight the partnership with the Asociación de Festes del Segar i Batre
(Association of the Harvest and Threshing Festival), in charge of commemorating the
namesake festivals since 1988 that recall the agricultural tasks that were regularly carried
out until the twentieth century. As part of this synergy, the museum has been conducting
interviews with older people who used to be involved in farming tasks and experienced
this way of life. In this manner, the oral memory is compiled, with a special emphasis on the
experiences of women, in order to make visible alternative discourses and narratives about
agricultural life, which was traditionally masculinized. In 2015, the University of Lleida
joined this partnership, and this initiative materialized itself in 2019 in the project “Presence
and Absence of Women in the Trepat Factory”. And in 2022, within the framework of the
project “The Museum is a School”, a group of pre-service teachers wove a new project
around the wheat culture because one of the members of this group happened to come from
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a family who used to work in an old flour mill, so that hereditary ties were foregrounded
in this project.

In parallel, within the Trepat Factory Museum, one of the signatories of this paper
coordinates the project “Museums and Collections in the villages of the Segrià region in
Lleida”, promoted by the Consell Comarcal del Segrià. The aim of this project is to make
visible the local heritage created at an individual, family or community level. One of these
collections is the private museum of Pepe Guillermo in Almatret (Lleida, Spain). Pepe
Guillermo has collected and exhibited numerous farm tools used for sowing, harvesting
and threshing wheat, while recovering several terms related to these traditional tasks
(Figure 3).
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This collection was shown to a group of students of the University of Lleida by its
owner, whose efforts in preserving agricultural terms of yore awakened in the group the
motivation to undertake the “Beyond Words” project—after realizing that the same tool
could take different names in different locations, even when the latter were geographically
close. “Beyond Words” is a digital and interactive proposal, where users can add the
different words they know which designate farming tools. And once again, from this
initiative, new synergies unfolded, as this group of students visited the exhibition D’escriure
la terra (“Of writing the land”) by artist Jaume Geli, an event hosted at the “Espai Guinovart”
in Agramunt (Lleida, Spain). The exhibition explores the process of deconstruction of the
words that are being lost in the agricultural areas of Lleida and generates creations that
aim to build new community narratives that, in turn, give rise to new heritage assets.
“The word is born from the need to name a new tool, but when this is no longer used, it
seems as if the earth had swallowed it up”, claimed the artist. In addition, the students’
experience was complemented by a visit to the “Lo Pardal-Guillem Viladot Foundation”,
where various everyday objects—including agricultural tools—become the protagonists of
visual poems that play with letters and alphabets.

As a result of both museum experiences, the students created Art Era—playing with
the double meaning of the word “era”, which in Catalonia refers to a piece of land used for
farming and threshing. It is a learning environment located outside the Trepat Museum that
simulates a cemetery, in which the country tools are half-buried, signifying the (in)visibility
of the words that name them while inviting viewers to dig them up and recover their use.
This project, in turn, engaged the participation of the sixth-grade boys and girls from the
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Jacint Verdaguer elementary school in Tarrega. Moreover, these co-construction initiatives
elicited in parallel a new collaboration with students of a bachelor’s degree in digital design
and creative technologies. They developed the project Mechanical Metamorphosis to digitally
show the transformation of the tools used for manual sowing and harvesting into the
mechanization brought about by the Trepat machines (Figure 4). Both projects have recently
traveled to the Pepe Guillermo Museum in Almatret, where they are being shared with the
community in the course of a festive event that aims to continue collecting new testimonies
and diverse voices for intangible cultural heritage.
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Finally, it should be noted that the exposure of this event in social media has caused
the Asociación de Festes del Segar i Batre to become interested in the projects developed at the
Trepat Factory and request the presence of both “Art Era” and “Mechanical Metaformosis”
in the upcoming 2024 edition of these festivals, thus nourishing these synergies further.

4. Discussion

Digitally co-creative museums and schools provide us with the opportunity to rethink
the roles of their actors and reflect on their own organizations. This is not about either
or both institutions losing their status, since “the social web does not presuppose the
disappearance of the exercise of power, but its reformulation into other models suited to
the operational logic of the digital medium” [84] (p. 29, our translation). It is a matter of
establishing a different type of interaction between users, in a smooth space of communica-
tion where knowledge is co-created in the rhizomatic manner enunciated by Deleuze and
Guattari [79]. As has been seen in the cases collected, this type of knowledge construction
can occur autonomously, without previous approaches or triggers for these synergies to
take place; sometimes there is an initial trigger that leads to the development of events
that we cannot even envisage but that undoubtedly enrich the whole process. In this way,
Web 2.0 spaces become co-creation meeting points for users and institutions: they act as
bridges that connect and multiply, on the basis of informal edu-communicative strategies,
the pedagogical and social impacts of museums and formal educational establishments, as
well as the inherent qualities of ICH.

In relation to the intangible manifestations of heritage, and due to their difficult
preservation and documentation (which ultimately depend, to a large extent, on community
awareness and commitment), the implementation of the co-creative paradigm is certainly
important, since it ensures that the socio-cultural realities of the past are updated, resignified
and expanded intergenerationally through the bonds that people forge with them. In
addition, it should be noted that this process of co-creation makes it possible to recover the
testimonies that build up a more comprehensive and plural, and therefore richer, picture of
the ICH. Thanks to this paradigm, the hierarchical configuration of heritage discourse is
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inverted, or rather becomes multidirectional and isocephalic, as can be seen in the Art Era
project. It is the interests and affections of learners that modify the narratives of various
museum institutions in a process that brings together the voices of the entire community,
in order to subsequently devolve to the latter new meanings and values. By directly
impacting the communities through the contents and meanings exhibited by the museum,
the institution becomes an ICH museum and succeeds in including citizen participation, so
that the Trepat Factory, as a museum, becomes completely interconnected with the ICH of
the Festes del Segar i Batre and Pepe’s collection.

Likewise, heritage edu-communication affords the opportunity for ICH to be reacti-
vated, updated and even transformed into new modes of cultural expression by refreshing
bonds that provide a creative impulse for contemporary forms of symbolic communica-
tion [31]. However, it is worth asking ourselves whether the bonds that these expanded
communities forge with such an updated heritage will really manage to endure over time
in a sustainable manner [62,80]. As happens with the material manifestations of heritage,
the conservation of ICH needs to be educationally addressed in great depth at all levels of
the heritagization sequence [30,32]. In order for individuals and communities to commit
themselves to its care and transmission, it must first be understood, valued and ingrained
in public awareness. However, the transmission of ICH requires its effective, periodical and
regular performance, which sometimes involves conceptual and procedural knowledge,
technical means and highly specific attitudes. The spontaneous and often ephemeral nature
of non-formal and informal 2.0 interactions does not necessarily guarantee the development
of these competencies [80]. Consequently, the effects of the co-creative paradigm will be
enhanced if primary and secondary schools, as well as universities, are fully involved, since
their structured and stable status as traditionally striated spaces will make it possible to
overcome the shortcomings of ICH conservation—as observed in both cases.

Despite the observed weaknesses, the cases presented here prove that construct-
ing a triad that combines ICH and formal teaching–learning processes with online edu-
communication has an identity-building potential that goes beyond that diagnosed in
social media around museumized archaeological or artistic heritage [14,26]. Those analyses
stressed that the existence of emotional and identity bonds with local heritage were a nec-
essary condition for the creation of cybercommunities [3]: users had already internalized
as heritage the assets they discussed, shared and created via Web 2.0 and had symbolically
appropriated them through an identization process that gave rise to an online commu-
nity [32]. In the case of the J. Trepat Factory Museum, the heritagization process had not
even begun in some of its edu-communication proposals, in which citizens (re)discovered
and visited the museum for the first time following a Twitter post, or students generated
research and created projects after learning about agricultural tools and words that were
new to them. Even so, authentic identification processes collectively sprouted from these
small stems of the rhizome, in which discussion, reconstruction and consensus around
heritage values built online and offline communities. To the rhizomatic learning outcomes
that derive from edu-communication in social media, one should add the potential for
“rhizomatic identization”.

Even so, we must not forget that both rhizomatic learning and identization are only
potential benefits of edu-communication. This is revealed by the initiatives collected here.
The growth of the rhizome in the formal sphere apparently stops at this ramification, since
we do not know if the involvement of the students is perpetuated beyond the museum
spaces or leads to new prosocial actions. To achieve the complete flourishing of these
proposals—whether they are incorporated into formal education institutions or limited
only to the scope of the museum; whether they are specifically intended for the intangible or
for other types of heritage manifestations—thoughtful planning around their pedagogical
objectives [6,7,14] along with the willingness of the participants to adopt principles of
dialogue compatible with the co-creative paradigm are sine qua non conditions.

All of these considerations lead us to raise new interesting questions to be explored
in future research: What trajectory do the groups involved in these processes continue to
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follow either jointly or along new ramifications? What happens as a result of this trigger, or
how do synergies lead over time to actions or events that may be interrelated? How will
these participants specifically design their future praxis in formal education? Will they be
able to generate contexts of co-creation with the environment, museums and ICH so as to
significantly affect the development of the school curriculum?

5. Conclusions and Future Directions

The co-creative paradigm theorized on the basis of museum 2.0 edu-communication
practices reveals itself to be capable of being transferred to formal education settings as
a pedagogical model aimed at consolidating heritagization, identization and community
participation processes around ICH. In this way, the edu-communicative model contributes
to addressing some of the issues tagged as priorities in education for ICH: the intergenera-
tional transmission of knowledge, procedures and attitudes; the focus on multiculturalism
and on the diverse understandings and valuations of heritage; and the sustainable preserva-
tion of these manifestations for the purpose of social and environmental advancement [25].
The cases presented also show that this synergy between institutions can provide keys
to overcome the possible limitations of the co-creative paradigm in non-formal settings:
the non-perpetuation over time of learning relevant to the safeguarding of ICH and of the
communities generated around this learning.

Moreover, co-creative practices prove to be capable of integrating past worldviews
and identities with contemporary experiences and identity resignifications. They manage
to distance the ICH and its educational understanding from the folklorist, traditionalist
and rural vision that has usually been attributed to these manifestations, to show how the
activation of links between (cyber)heritage communities gives rise to intellectual exchange,
artistic creation and the generation of new shared symbolic referents. These practices are
generated through encounters with contemporary artistic practices, as these encounters
have the capacity to generate ruptures in our ways of being and acting. It becomes clear
that when contemporary art breaks into heritage, it allows us to generate projects that lead
to the production of more heritage. This point of view proposes that heritage should be
considered a zone of uncertainty, in which a future for educational, social and community
transformation can be forged.

This work has been intended as a first reflection, in the way of an exploratory approach,
on the educational and creative potential derived from the ICH–edu-communication 2.0
symbiosis. However, this exploration has only been possible through first-hand knowledge
of socio-cultural phenomena in which the authors are involved participants. Consequently,
for the moment, (auto)ethnography or case studies are the only methodologies capable of
making visible and interpreting the co-creative actions that link the museum and the school,
given that the institutions do not make known to the digital public the practices developed
with other centers, communities and individuals as a result of the edu-communicative
action in social media. This article aims to highlight the value of this type of 2.0 pedagogical
practices, whose proper planning, evaluation and dissemination should be considered by
museum managers and educators as part of the social impact of their institutions.

Continuing to delve into the potentialities and shortcomings observed in the inter-
action between museums, local communities and schools requires extending our gaze
nationally and internationally into other co-creation experiences around ICH, following
the example of the research already conducted on the topic of edu-communication via
museums’ social media. This implies considering not only the pedagogical and relational
meaning of the messages intended to edu-communicate for ICH, but also the inherent
characteristics of the media and channels where these proposals are materialized—social
media, collaborative applications, hybrid contexts, etc. On the other hand, the different
impacts of the co-creative proposals carried out among students encourage us to explore
the factors responsible for their uneven reception through qualitative analyses, focusing on
the heritage and pedagogical conceptions of teachers and students involved in education
for ICH. If these results contribute to consolidating the co-creative paradigm for ICH, a
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bridge will be laid across the artificially created gap between non-formal education and
formal education and progress will be made towards a discursive, relational and holistic
conception of heritage.
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